Abstract-This paper proposes a methodology for compound objects' recognition based on comparators and comparator networks. The methodology is supported by a collection of techniques and algorithms for construction and learning of comparator networks. Formal description of the methodology is accompanied by selected examples of its application in reallife problems. The described methodology has been implemented as a software library and may be used for a variety of future applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N THIS position paper we propose an approach to computational tasks which involve management, identification, classification and modelling of data objects that are intrinsically complex, compound and described by means of various types of information. Our proposed approach is based on comparators and comparator networks. A comparator is a basic, relatively simple computational element that models local similarity between objects of possibly compound nature, such as phenomena, processes or sub-systems. They can be arranged into comparator networks that are capable of aggregating and summarizing local information about similarity into a global measure of proximity between data objects. This versatility provides the ability to solve the problem at hand by decomposing it into simpler, localised steps that can be processed quickly. Then, local results from elementary units can be aggregated and processed in the network producing the overall, possibly complex and multi-dimensional final result.
The overall purpose of both the comparator and the network is to generate the vector of numerical values that indicates the levels of various similarities between the object provided as an input and the already processed, well-known reference objects. The reference set, i.e. a set consisting of reference objects, can be regarded as the underlying knowledge base. For example, if we attempt to make an assessment of the situation on the road and associated risks at the moment we may be provided by the comparator network with assessment stating how close our situation resembles the previously seen situations. The key advantage of the comparator network is the fact that it is able to adapt to various levels and contexts that occur in data. In comparison with the other general, similaritybased approaches, such as Case Based Reasoning (CBR, see [1] ), the one we propose is more flexible and provides more possibilities for fine-tuning the solution.
The approach based on comparators and comparator networks is a field-proven technology. Several uses in both Research and Development (R&D) and production software systems have been reported. The applications of comparator networks range from shape and character recognition in images to information retrieval in natural language text corpora (see [2] - [5] ). A big incentive for using this technology is the existence of software library in Java that can be readily adapted for the needs of potential user. The library, as well as the accompanying services 1 are publicly available (see [6] ).
II. COMPARATORS
Compound object comparator is a construct dedicated to processing complex objects represented as data entities. We denote such a construct by com ref . Such comparator can be identified with a function:
where X ⊆ U is a set of input objects to be compared and ref is a set of reference objects that we infer the similarity from. Additionally, a(x) is a function that provides a representation of an object x ∈ X w.r.t. a given attribute a. This representation is then used by the comparator while processing x. Similarly, each reference object y ∈ Y is processed using its representation a(y) for a given attribute a. If we are given an ordering on elements of reference set ref , i.e, ref = {y 1 , . . . , y |ref | } we can represent the function corresponding to the comparator as:
where Sh is a (result) sharpening function, F is a function responsible for filtering the result before sharpening (defuzzyfication) and v is a vector of dimension equal to the cardinality Fig. 1 . Block diagram of the comparator's internal structure. The structure consists of two main layers: concurrent -responsible for the calculation of values for the initial proximity vector; sequential -responsible for processing the values from the previous stage. Blocks marked with sim are charged with calculation of unit similarity values. The internal structure of a such similarity block is described in Fig. 2 Non-zero elements of v determine the degree of similarity (proximity) between the object x in question and each element of reference subset Y . Hence, the proximity vector can be defined as:
The value of similarity sim(x, y) used above is calculated by means of a fuzzy relation [8] combined with additional mechanisms, as described in the next section.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF A COMPARATOR
A comparator consists of two main layers (stages) -concurrent and sequential. The first of those layers is responsible for the calculation of values of proximity vector's coordinates for x ∈ X, y i ∈ ref , with use of similarity function:
The value of p corresponds to the lowest acceptable similarity, µ is the basic similarity function, Exc ref Rulesi is the function associated with prohibitive rules and i is an index of the coordinate of proximity vector for which the similarity is derived.
Similarities for different y i can be calculated concurrently because they do not depend on each other. The internal, layered structure of a comparator is shown in Fig. 1 . While each coordinate of the vector v is calculated independently, the final calculation of the value of the function (4) has to be performed in a sequence for a given pair of objects (x, y i ). This sequence of operations is illustrated in Fig. 2 in form of an UML activity diagram [9] . The processing in the first layer ceases when all coordinates of the proximity vector are derived. Only then can the comparator activate the next layer.
The processing in the comparator's second layer is performed sequentially. Hence, operations such as filtering by means of F ( v) and sharpening of proximity vector with Sh( v) are performed one-by-one. This sequence yields the vector given by (3) as the final result.
If we take a wider look at the comparator for complex objects we may notice that if all the notions introduced above are composed, it can be expressed as: (x, y 1 ) , . . . , sim(x, y |ref | ) )) (6) Fig. 2 . An UML activity diagram of the sim block for a comparator calculating similarity between the input and reference object.
The notions introduced in sections II and III provide a systematic overview of the concept of comparator as a basic computing unit in systems aimed at supporting decisions, recognising patterns and at similar tasks. A single comparator (unit) is capable of measuring the level of similarity (proximity) of a given object to the reference set with regard to the attribute for which it was created. Comparator itself can be regarded as a decision support system, albeit a very rudimentary one. It can only handle very straightforward tasks associated with modelling a simple similarity. In order to use comparators in a more complicated situation one has to combine several of them into a network. Such a network is then an example of similarity-based inference system capable of modelling complex (similarity) relations occurring in data [2] .
IV. COMPONENTS OF A COMPARATOR NETWORK
The operation of a comparator network can be interpreted as a calculation of a function:
which takes the input object x ∈ X as an argument and ref out is a reference set for the network's output layer. The target set (codomain) of µ refout net is the space of proximity vectors. As in the previous situation, the proximity vector from the target space will be denoted by v. Such a vector encapsulates information about similarities between a given input object x and objects from the reference set ref . 
where SIM (x, y i ) is the value of global similarity established by the network for an input object x and a reference object y i . Global similarity depends on partial (local) similarities calculated by the elements of the network (unit comparators). Through application of aggregation and translation procedures at subsequent layers of the network these local similarities are ultimately leading to the global one.
A. Layers in Comparator Network
Each comparator network is composed of three types of layers: input, intermediate (hidden/internal) and output. A given network may have several internal layers [10] . Layer consists of comparators that are grouped together by the common purpose of processing a particular piece of information (attributes) about the object in question. Each layer contains a set of comparators working in parallel and a specific translating/aggregating mechanism. The translating and aggregating mechanisms are necessary to facilitate the flow of information (similarity vectors) between layers. As sets of comparators in a particular layer corresponds to a specific combination of attributes, the output of the previous layer has to be aggregated and translated to fit the requirements. This is done by elements called translators and aggregators, respectively. The translator converts comparator outputs to information about reference objects that would be useful for the next layer. The role of the aggregator is to choose the most likely outputs of the translator, in case there was any non-uniqueness in assigning information about input objects to comparators. The operation of a layer in the comparator network can be represented as a mapping:
where x ∈ X is an input object and ref l is the reference set for the layer. Within a given layer only the local reference sets associated with comparators in that layer are used to establish (local) similarities. However, through aggregation and translation these local similarities become the material for synthesis of the output similarity and reference set for the layer. This synthesis is based on a translation matrix, as described in [11] . Function (9) is created as a superposition of: comparator's function (1), local (layer) aggregation function and translation. Local translation operation is responsible for filtering the locally aggregated results.
The input and internal (hidden) layers in the comparator network contain comparators with function (1) together with translators and local aggregators. The output layer contains the global aggregator responsible for returning the final result. The components of the comparator network are described briefly below. For details please refer to [11] , [12] .
B. Local Aggregator
Aggregators are a mandatory part of the network responsible for the synthesis of the results obtained by comparators. Aggregators are functions that operate on partial results of comparators. In the simplest case the network only needs a single global aggregator in the output layer. However, in the other network architectures it is included in other layers as well, in form of a local aggregator.
The local aggregator processes partial results of the network at the level of a given layer. The aggregator's operation depends on the type of reference objects and the output of comparators. It can be represented as:
where k is the number of comparators in a given layer l, i.e. the number of inputs in the aggregating unit (local aggregator). 
C. Translator
The translator is a network component associated with the adaptation of results of one layer to the context of another layer (the one to be fed with). In other words, this element expresses the results of the previous layer (their reference objects) in reference objects of the current one. It uses reference objects of the next layer, taking into account the relationships between the objects of both layers [13] . The translator is defined by means of the translation matrix:
where i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} for m and n denoting cardinality of ref 
D. Projection Module
This network unit appears in selected layers whenever there is a need for selecting a subset of coordinates (project the vector onto subspace) in proximity vector that will be further used in calculations. The selection of a particular coordinate may be based on its value (above/below threshold) and/or on the limitations regarding the number of coordinates that can be preserved. For the i-th coordinate in the proximity vector the projection can be the following:
where i ∈ {1, . . . , |ref |} and projection(a) for a ∈ [0, 1] is a function of the form:
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The function projection is the actual selecting mechanism. It decides whether a given coordinate is set at 0 or not. This function can be defined as a threshold, maximum, ranking function, etc.
E. Global Aggregator
The global aggregator is a compulsory element of the output layer. Unlike local aggregators, which process results within a single layer, the global one may process values resulting from all layers at the same time. In the simplified, homogeneous case, when all layers use exactly the same reference set, the global aggregator may be expressed by:
where m is the number of all comparators in the networks, i.e. the number of inputs to the global aggregator.
In the more complicated, heterogeneous case, the sets in subsequent layers and comparators may differ. In this case the aggregator constructs the resulting (global) reference set 
Note, that formula (15) is similar to the one for local aggregator (10). The essential difference is in the fact that the local aggregator is limited to a subset of comparators contained in a given layer, while the global one looks at all comparators in the network. With all the definitions of units the comparator network can be expressed as a composition of mappings in subsequent layers: 
V. SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF COMPARATOR NETWORKS
Two examples of successful application of the comparator network methodology are presented. The two applications presented originate from rather unrelated areas. The purpose of showing them here is to highlight the versatility of comparator networks as a tool for dealing with real-life challenges. The first of the examples presented is associated with recognition and classification of texts in (quasi-)natural language. The second example relates to risk management in CBR systems [1] . The two examples presented are just a selection from a range of applications that were reported. For more examples refer to [2] - [5] . 
A. Classification of References in Scientific Articles
This application was conceived as an answer to a need defined in the course of the SYNAT project 2 . The overall goal of this project was to construct an integrated network platform for the storage, retrieval, management and delivery of digital information in areas of science and technology [14] .
One of the tasks within the scope of SYNAT was to design and implement a sub-system for searching within repositories of scientific information (articles, biographical notes, etc.) using their semantic content (SONCA). The information contained in documents is by nature compound and relations discovered between their parts and other entities in data are crucial to preserve. One of the compound parts is the reference part in form of unstructured texts. The task is to identify the part of text that is a reference and recognise (name, classify) its parts, so that they can be given a semantical context which can greatly improve information retrieval and management. The result should be expressed by means of (sub-)objects classified to the already known classes such as authors, titles, journals, the publication date, and so on. The whole process is divided into several stages: preprocessing, parsing and classification. The first stage is responsible for cleaning the data, sifting unnecessary data from the text The results reported below were obtained from two numerical experiments. For these experiments 400 examples of references (pieces of text) were drawn randomly from the corpus of scientific texts. The first experiment (Experiment 1) involved generating patterns for sub-objects (fragments of reference text) and composing (concatenating) them into a pattern for the whole reference. In the second experiment (Experiment 2) the pattern resulting from Experiment 1 was additionally compared with a reference set consisting of all possible patterns. The reference sets used were taken from the collection of already processed and classified articles in the SONCA subsystem [14] . Each of these reference objects had a clearly defined pattern it belonged to.
The experimental data were split into the training and testing parts containing 132 and 268 cases, respectively. The training sample was used to build the (local and global) reference set for the comparator network and for tuning of network's parameters. The test sample was used to assess the quality of classification (pattern identification). The experiment involved two main steps: (i) generation of reference patterns using similarities between sub-objects and (ii) comparison of generated patterns with the reference set of known (certain) patterns of bibliographic references.
Both experiments involved the use of a comparator network designed for this purpose. The network used local similarities to build (infer) the overall result. The particular network used had the most of the local similarity values at a relatively high level, within the [0.8, 0.85] range. The other parameters of the network were set to default values. In particular, the threshold parameter p was set to middle (0.5) and the results were aggregated using simple averaging, i.e., assigning the same weights to all considered attributes. Table I presents certain statistics regarding the similarity calculated by the network.
The quality assessment was done with use of measures typical for classification applications such as precision, recall and F1-score. The solution (network) constructed achieved a global F1-score of 0.86 for Experiment 1 and 0.78 for Experiment 2. Both of these results can be considered sufficient for practical application. Table II contains more a detailed presentation of the best and worst results obtained during Experiments 1 and 2.
Patterns assigned to objects and patterns in the reference set were frequently quite complicated, which is a direct consequence of the almost non-existent format requirements and use of (quasi-)natural language. The table illustrates the kinds of patterns that appeared as a reference and were used to obtain results presented in table II. The types of elements of patterns corresponding to comparators in the network: Book The experimental results presented show that the method used in Experiment 1 was more effective than the one used in Experiment 2. A closer look at the level of particular cases (objects) revealed that the reference set used in the second layer of the comparator network during Experiment 2 was insufficient. Some of the patterns that appeared in test data for Experiment 2 had no representative among the reference patterns, making comparison and identification invalid. There were also cases of errors in reference texts that were impossible to detect during preprocessing, but they were successfully filtered out by internal layers of the network, albeit at the cost of slightly reduced quality. Overall, the method based on the comparator network proved a useful addition to the system aimed at solving the task of processing texts in natural language.
B. Risk Assessment During Fire and Rescue Operations 1) Problem description:
A Fire and Rescue (F&R) action is considered to be one of the most challenging environments for modeling and decision support. To date, there have been very few attempts to automate the decision making process in this area [15] , [16] , at least partially. One such attempt is the R&D project called ICRA (http://www.icra-project.org). The main goal of ICRA is to build a modern AI-based, riskinformed decision support system for the Incident Commander (IC), which improves situational awareness of the IC during F&R action, thus increasing the safety of firefighters. The basic ramifications and goals of the project can be found in [17] .
One of the techniques introduced is the course of ICRA project is the Threat Matrix. The threat matrix groups the major types of threats with possible threat subjects. The threat matrix designed in the ICRA project is a significant extension of the model used currently by the German Fire Service. The new matrix is enriched with the possibility to define the degree (level) of the current threat which improves the representation of the current level of risks in the course of F&R operation. The extended version of the threat matrix is referred to as the Risk Matrix. The example of threats considered during the action using the ICRA version of the risk matrix is shown in table IV.
The experiments presented below were aimed at assessing the level of potential risks associated with the current operation through comparison (measuring similarity) with the previous, already fully described and classified cases retrieved from the repository. The underlying assumption of this approach is that the similarity between (circumstances of) two operations is an indicator of the similar types and levels of risks (threats) involved. In the operation scenario the IC would be informed 
that the current evolution of the situation shows similarities with a certain historical events and that some risks factors are more likely to emerge. As part of implementation of this experimental approach representation of an F&R operation as a vector of values have been devised. 
2) Experimental results:
The proposed solution, based on comparator networks, was verified in the course of two experiments. The first of experiments was performed with use of a small data set of 406 F&R operation reports retrieved from the EWID 3 system. The experiment used the same data set, the same requirements and the same initial assumptions as the experiments reported in [18] . That allowed fully justified and fair comparison of results obtained with methods used in [18] and those based on the comparator network.
The second experiment used data retrieved from the EWID as well. In this case the set contained 3736 reports. In both experiments the leave-one-out scheme was adopted resulting in, respectively, 164430 and 13953960 pairs of objects (reports) being considered in the calculation of similarities. It should be mentioned that the numbers of pairs that were actually used is lower than the cardinality of the respective cartesian products. This is due to filtering out those pairs that displayed very low similarity value, i.e. the pairs of very dissimilar reports.
The central tendency for results of both experiments is presented in table V. The distributions of similarity values obtained in experiments are shown in Fig. 4 . The final results for comparator networks were assessed in two steps. As part of the first step, the values of precision, recall and F1-score were calculated for every case of F&R operation in the data set and then averaged. These results are shown in table VI in comparison with the alternative classification methods applied to the same data. The second steps involved the analysis of the effectiveness of the method with respect to particular risks as identified in the risk matrix developed for the ICRA project. These results are presented in table VII. 
3) Interpretation of results:
As shown in tables VI and VII, the best results were obtained for the NoC WA (Network of Comparators with Weighted Average) approach. In both experiments these assessments were reflected by values of standard quality measures [20] , such as precision, recall and F1-score. The average value of precision for comparator-based approach was equal to 0.79 and by 0.05 higher than the average for the next best solution. A similar difference was observed for other measures (recall, F1-score) when comparing NoC WA with other classification methods. Detailed examination of the results w.r.t. particular types of risks, as shown in table VII, also favours the approach based on comparator networks. Overall, the NoC WA method proved to be a very promising approach to automation of decision support process for F&R operations [15] , [16] .
VI. SUMMARY OF THE POSITION
In the paper we put forward a novel methodology for reasoning as regards compound objects on the basis of their similarity to elements of knowledge base. This methodology offers a systematization of the process of constructing a system that identifies and classifies a compound object by comparing it to reference objects at various levels of abstraction. The proposed comparator networks complement and extend the existing gamut of similarity-based approaches to identification, management and classification of compound data entities.
An important advantage of the methodology presented in this paper is the availability of implementation. The implementation was done with domain experts in mind. For a user who understands the nature of the problem the materialization of a solution in form of a comparator network comes quite naturally. The library comparators-lib that contains algorithms is implemented in JAVA [6] . It provides a collection of base classes and interfaces corresponding to constructs in the underlying methodology, such as a class for comparator network, class for layer, class for comparator, etc. The classes seamlessly facilitate data flow and parameter setting, so that the user can concentrate on designing the architecture of the solution and defining basic elements that lead to the final computational system. In this way, the whole process of building the comparator network for a given application becomes easier.
The current status of the technology based on the concept of comparators and comparator networks is presented in this paper. The functions and operation of underlying concepts and definitions were illustrated with examples of real-life applications. The next step for the development of this technology could be the creation of a networked platform providing access to methods and algorithms for comparator network architecture. Equipped with a well-designed graphical interface such a platform would greatly simplify the construction of network models for new applications. The platform would also provide a collection of templates that could be used for fast prototyping of the solution and finding optimal model parameters more efficiently. This can make it a useful tool for many different types of approaches based on similarity, i.e. semantic similarity [21] , similarity-based reasoning, mereological similarity and approximate reasoning [22] as well as many others. All of them can be implemented by means of compound objects comparators.
